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&



This agreement outlines the scope of work of each party in connection with E-Cell IIT Bombay.
LWT Academy will be titled as the Travel Partner.

Parties Associated:

The Entrepreneurship Cell of IIT Bombay: Asia’s largest student-run non-profit
organisation focused on promoting and supporting entrepreneurship. (hereinafter referred to
as “E-Cell”). E-Cell will be represented by Ms. Prerna Chhaparwal, Events and Public
Relations Head at E-Cell.

LWT Academy: Learning while Travelling Academy focuses on the vision to maximise
learning while travelling. Learning while Travelling is hereinafter referred to as “LWT”. LWT
will be represented by Mr. Vishal Kumar, Chief executive Officer at LWT Academy.

Deliverables from E-Cell, IIT Bombay:
Public Relation Deliverables:

1. Social media mention as Travel Partner on the social media page of E-Cell IIT Bombay
having 20k+ followers

2. 5 free passes of E-Summit 2021, our flagship event going International this year .
Visibility on E-Cell’s Website:

1. Prolonged visibility with Logo mention and website hyperlink on the Associates Page as
the Travel Partner on the E-Cell IIT Bombay website which had close to 50 lakh hits.

Deliverables from LWT Academy:
1. LWT Academy will provide 50 flight tickets to ISET Singapore program 2022 worth INR

20k each which will be then distributed according to E-Cell IIT Bombay in its initiatives.
2. LWT Academy will publicize E-Summit 2022 in their entire database.



General

● All logo mentions, website mention/link, and branding will be done as mutually decided by
teams of both parties on an operational basis.

● Any use, mention or placement of IIT Bombay Logo on any advertisement, event or branding
material will be utilized only post approval from E-Cell/IIT Bombay authorities or as per institute
norms.

● The terms of this MoU will be applicable till the culmination of the event or upon a request for
withdrawal by either party under mutually agreed circumstances, whereby any commitments till
such date will be honoured. Further, in addition to the terms of this MoU, the participant will
adhere to the Institute’s existing norms/rules that are applicable to such events and their
conduct.

● Both parties will work together in good faith to make the event a grand success and each
party agrees that, except in the eventuality of gross negligence or flouting of norms by the
participant or its representatives/staff, neither will be liable to the other for any kind of eventuality
or losses that are caused due to or associated with holding such kind of events.



On behalf of LWT Academy:

Authorized signatory:

Vishal Kumar
CEO | LWT Academy

On behalf of E-Cell, IIT Bombay:

Authorized signatory:

Prerna Chhaparwal
Events & PR Head | E-Cell IIT Bombay




